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About Allstate Insurance Company

• Multi-line insurance carrier in US

• Fortune 100 company

• $38B USD in revenue

• 42,000 employees in US, Ireland, India, Canada

• 12,000 agencies

• 2,500+ insurance products

– Each state has its own regulatory body imposing rules

– Often three or more underwriting companies per state 

– Many lines of insurance (Auto, RV, Homeowners, Whole Life, Term Life, Fire, Renters, Landlords…)

– Over 100 Legal Entities
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Bringing Decision Modeling to the Enterprise is Challenging

• We have a five plus year history of Decision Modeling at Allstate

– We have successfully deployed solutions using Decision Models

– We (in IT) have seen the benefits

• But

– We have not yet successfully brought Decision Modeling into the enterprise

• It has been a long, hard road and you may know ways to make it easier
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Picture If You Will…Allstate in 2012

• Multiple business units and brands operating in silos

– Allstate Life and Retirement

– Allstate Property and Casualty

– Claims

– Agency Sales

– Consumer-Facing Solutions

– Product

– Emerging Business

– eSurance

– Encompass

– Answer Financial

• Limited enterprise cohesion

– Architecture aligned to silos

– Governance around data, acquired technology, infrastructure, solution architecture

• Mostly following waterfall SDLC

• Products growing in complexity, requiring integration across silos

Walter is Chief Architect for 

Allstate Life and Retirement

Mark is Principle Architect for 

Allstate Property and Casualty
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Prologue: First Contact

• 2011 ACORD/LOMA Insurance Systems Forum

• Chair of the Life and Annuity Domain for the ACORD Standards Organization

• Conference Objectives: 

– Meet with every vendor

– Find out what is their “latest and greatest” development or offering

– “Wait…. One more thing…”

• First Impressions

– Excel?

– Impressed enough to buy the book…..  which sat in my “To Read” pile until….
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January, 2013
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Situation in January, 2013

• Did not have a method ensuring and representing a complete, correct and internally consistent 

set of decision logic within requirements

• A particular rule might appear in multiple specification documents

– EX: Product Specification, one or more spreadsheets,  a requirements document, detailed spec, etc.

• A particular rule may be implemented in multiple applications

– EX: Admin system, App Online, Illustrations, Underwriting, …

• A particular rule may be implemented using multiple technologies

– Code, Database tables, Stored procedures, Business rule engines, Integration layer, Services, etc.

• Change to a particular rule should be reflected in all of the above

– EX: A regulatory changes may require changes to everything above.

• Whatever is not found above may reside in Subject Matter Expert

• Try to test as many of the rules as possible
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First Attempt at Decision Modeling: Correspondence

Determine Policy Pages  

Form Version (repeated)

Observations and Findings

• Increased clarity about the decision being made

• Model requires clarity on the problem being solved

• Technology/tools do not enforce this rigor

• Ability to obtain insights that eluded prior analysis

• Ex:  One logic statement/rule per form?

• Currently there are (approximately) 10 Rule Patterns

• Discovery of non-obvious anomalies

• Ex: OR conditions, missing rules, duplicate patterns

• Extremely difficult to identify without a formal approach

• Model is readily understandable by those who did not build it

• Model is simpler than the user view from which it was created

• Linkage to the data model

• Decision Modeling (“left hand”) is amazingly symmetrical to 

Data Modeling (“right hand”)

• Across projects, there is no “standard” representation of rules
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Subsequent Projects: Decision Logic Exists as Business Rules in Many Places and Multiple Formats
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Subsequent Projects: Decision Logic Exists as Business Rules in Many Places and Multiple Formats
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Recognized Trend: Increasing Complexity

• Business deals with a large number/volume of rules

– Current approach would likely result in approximately 6,000 rules (based on cell values) for one 

attribute (MaxTerm) just for one product (TrueTerm).

• Exceptions to rules need to be managed

• Implications:

– Increased cost to new development

– Increased cost for maintenance

– Increased cost for testing

• Upshot:

– Need a way to represent complex business logic as simply as possible

– Ability to recognize when additional complexity does not align to business goals/results

– Left unmanaged, complexity will increase in the environment

– Need capability of looking across an enterprise to address duplication, redundancy, incompleteness 

and other anomalies.

– Need ability to externalize and expose business logic that enables reuse
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2015: A Change In The Wind

• We employ Decision Modeling to unwind complex rules in Allstate’s billing system

– 15 Business Analysts trained in Decision Modeling 

– No tooling beyond Excel spreadsheets

– Conclusions

– Extracting rules, let alone decisions, from COBOL is problematic

– Great feedback, but little more than improved grass roots awareness of Decision Modeling

– No further investment

– “If it doesn’t provide a single source of truth for starting a project, I’m not interested. It has to generate code.”

– “These are no different than the decision tables I worked with in the 1970’s.”
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2016: Proofs of Concept Create a Convert

• Auto Policy Discount Eligibility – Proof of Concept

– Partnered with Infosys to test ability to create code for deployment

– Successful, but no further investment

• Multipolicy Discount Eligibility – Proof of Concept

– Notoriously complex logic across business units

– Leveraged tools, consulting from Sapiens

– This one finally began to convince a key person, we have a champion!
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2018
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2017: Strategy and Evaluations

• Champion pieces together a grander strategy, of which Decision Modeling is part

• Evaluating Tools

• Talking to external practitioners

• Funding decision deferred to 2018

2015

2016
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2018
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2018

• 2018: Underwriting - Proof of Concept

• 2018: Product Definition – Proof of Concept

• 2018: More Decision Model Training

• 2018: Lobbying to acquire tooling

2015

2016

2017

2018

“AI is the future, all of our applications should be 

built on AI technology”

“I don’t want to find myself out on a long, skinny 

branch”

“I don’t think you want to do that”
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Analyzing the Roadblocks

• Risk-Expense

– We are a risk-averse company

– We will take a chance, when we know it will succeed

– Decision Modeling tools are expensive

• The Return on Investment is difficult to calculate, requires funny math

• Decision Models compete with well-known alternatives

– Rules and Rule Engines

– Artificial Intelligence

– Machine Learning

• Most senior leaders are unaware of Decision Modeling

– “If this is such a good approach, why aren’t we reading about it, hearing about it?”
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We Still Aren’t Guaranteed Success

• We cannot point to a long series of successful implementations

– In literature

– At other companies

– They may be out there, we can’t easily find them

• Many practitioners say it is great, but nobody has objectively measured anything

• No senior executive wants to be alone in their pursuit of a new approach

• Where are the solid testimonials of Decision Modeling in the business press?

• No silver bullet

– There is no single solution to managing complexity

– The trade-offs we are each willing to make differ vastly

– So, we have this great tool, but wielding it requires deep thinking
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Call To Action

• We are trying to evangelize Decision Modeling

– We have been doing it internally for years

– We see a need for it happening externally

– Our presence here is a manifestation of that

• We appreciate all who here, seeking to do the same

• We want others to be able to circumvent the 5 plus year struggle we endured

• As leaders in this space, you have a role to play in increasing C-Suite awareness of Decision 

Modeling and its benefits

– This is not a technology issue, it is a business awareness issue
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Decision Modeling Not Represented in Business Literature

Bloomberg - Company profiles

Forbes –

• One article by James Taylor

• Another mentions Decision 

Modeling, but offers no details
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Relevant Search Results

Decision Modeling DMN
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What Will Our Future Look Like?


